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Recent newsroom snafus — yet again — highlight a stark problem in journalism: the media industry doesn’t reflect the audiences they serve.
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Newsrooms are among the least diverse workplaces in America — and it shows.
Walk into many print, broadcast, and digital outlets in the United States, and more than three in four newsroom employees (77%) are
non-Hispanic whites. As journalists rally around covering nationwide protests after George Floyd’s murder, recent snafus are
highlighting the lack of diverse editorial staffing, further weakening the public’s confidence in a field that most Americans already don’t
trust.
The last week has been a wake-up call for many titans in American journalism.

The New York Times’s opinion editor resigned after the paper published an op-ed that called for military intervention to the ongoing
civil unrest. “Please know that there are many (if still not enough) of us working like hell to hold our institution accountable each and
every day,” John Eligon, a Black Times reporter, tweeted about the controversy. “Not only by speaking out against missteps, but by
working to produce journalism our communities (and our country, really) deserve.”
The Philadelphia Inquirer’s top editor resigned after the news organization published an insensitive headline proclaiming: “Buildings
Matter, Too.” Nearby, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette is facing criticism for barring a Black reporter from protest coverage because the paper
claimed one of her tweets was biased. Bon Appétit’s editor-in-chief resigned after a photo surfaced in which he wore brownface. Women
of color who worked at Refinery29 have spoken out against “a toxic company culture where white women’s egos ruled the near
nonexistent editorial processes.” The site’s top editor stepped down. Variety’s editor-in-chief is on a two-month administrative leave
after her newsroom reacted to her calling an entertainment reporter “bitter” in a Twitter exchange.
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Newsrooms must take — yet again — a hard look in the mirror as they stand accused of failing on the very dimension on which they
often report: the lack of diversity in workplaces.
While the flurry of recent controversies is forcing publications to reflect on their staffing and leadership, American newsrooms have
been grappling with diversity issues for decades. In 1968, the Kerner Commission — formed after President Lyndon B. Johnson asked for
an investigation into racial conflict — reported on a finding that’s still relevant today: “The journalistic profession has been shockingly
backward in seeking out, hiring, and promoting Negroes.”
The U.S. is moving toward becoming “minority white” by 2045, but newsrooms are not catching up to those demographic shifts. Right
now, only a quarter of The New York Times’ news and opinion employees are people of color, and 76% of its newsroom leaders are white
— whereas the U.S. is only 60% non-Hispanic white. Similarly, The Wall Street Journal is 80% white. The Philadelphia Media Network —
which includes the Inquirer — is 79% white, even though its home city is mostly Black (42%). In Chicago, where the population is almost
evenly split a third white, a third Black, and a third Hispanic, the Chicago Tribune remains 80% white and competitor Chicago SunTimes is 85% white. People of color also make up only about a quarter of television newsrooms.

The New York Times newsroom, pictured in 1942. (Marjory Collins/U.S. Library of Congress)

Digital-only outlets are doing a little better. In its 2019 survey, the News Leaders Association found that about 31% of salaried workers at
online-only publications are people of color. In a country that is about 13% Black, 12% of criminal justice news nonprofit The Marshall
Project’s newsroom staffers are Black — though the overall newsroom is still 60% white. Investigative news nonprofit ProPublica has a
59% white newsroom, but its leadership is 81% white. BuzzFeed’s U.S. operations overall are majority white at 62%, but 40% of its news
and content creators are non-white.
It boils down to a newsroom’s values, said Helga Salinas, an audience engagement editor at Capital Public Radio in Sacramento. “It starts
with people being open-minded in the newsroom, of taking criticism and privilege seriously — including journalists of color,” said
Salinas, who identifies as Latinx. She believes journalists should contend with who they are and how their experiences shape their
perspective — including where they’re from, socioeconomic status, what languages they grew up with, and attitudes about colorism and
anti-Blackness.
Solid values are something Chicago journalist Dawn Rhodes found in her new employer, Block Club Chicago. Rhodes, who identifies as
Black, says her newsroom already had inclusive practices — such as capitalizing Black and Brown in stories — and covering Black
businesses and organizers when she joined. “We’re all thinking along those same lines…and helping reporters frame stories and focus on
voices that don’t get to be centered normally.”
But the industry’s shake-ups have left Rhodes wary about whether new management changes will move the needle if those leaders are
cut from the same cloth — and she is not alone.
Entertainment journalist Piya Sinha-Roy, who has worked at major publications, including Reuters, The Hollywood Reporter, and
Entertainment Weekly, called out Variety editor-in-chief Claudia Eller’s recent column championing diversity. “You haven’t done
enough, and nor have most other [editors-in-chief]…[people of color’s] voices are constantly dismissed. We are not here to make you look
better. We are here to work,” Sinha-Roy tweeted.
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Sinha-Roy told The Juggernaut that newsroom pipelines are a major issue. “I have been at places where I see great young talented
journalists of color come on board and after their internships, they leave. We don’t get to nurture them upwards. That’s really, really
problematic. Don’t just focus on how you can bring new hires at the bottom rung of the ladder — you have to look at the top.”
“A lot of legacy publications think, ‘we hire on talent, and talent’s the main thing.’ Because of the way newsrooms look, are people of
color not talented? Should they not be in these newsrooms? That’s a very blind thing to say. It’s very rooted in unconscious biases and
blindspots,” shared Sinha-Roy. “Unfortunately, because they’re not thinking about it, that’s also why we haven’t seen more diversity in
newsrooms.”
“I have yet to see or hear of a newsroom that’s truly a diverse newsroom that reflects the world around us,” Sinha-Roy added.
“The number of times I’ve gathered personal numbers and emails and resumés and asked dear friends to raise their hands and toss
their names in for positions only for them to be blown off by hiring managers or passed over for less qualified candidates....man.
Countless,” tweeted 60 Minutes correspondent Wesley Lowery.
Ali Rizvi said he left newsrooms and moved into freelance documentary filmmaking after he felt that colleagues ignored his
perspectives. Rizvi helped found McClatchy’s Washington, D.C.-based video journalism team, where he was among a few people of color;
the human resources department sometimes mixed up his name with that of another non-white man in the newsroom.
“Lapses of judgment shocked me,” Rizvi said. “In the newsroom, I was shocked to see legendary journalists behave not with explicit
racism, but implicit.”
“Nuances are extremely important and need to be talked about with authority,” said Rizvi, who worked on the Pulitzer Prize-winning
Panama Papers investigation and is on the South Asian Journalists Association (SAJA) board. “Our newsrooms need to reflect the
country so they can tell our stories better.”
Maya Srikrishnan, a reporter for Voice of San Diego, said that her experiences as the child of immigrants have helped her better cover
immigration in her Southern California county, which is a third Hispanic.
“I’ve covered a lot of things, and immigration has been challenging because it’s a sphere that a lot of Americans don’t have to deal with,”
said Srikrishnan. “At the end of the day, you can’t make up for someone’s lived experience.”

Dorothy Butler Gilliam became The Washington Post’s first female Black reporter in 1961. (Center Street)

Journalist Sisi Wei agrees that “staff diversity is important so your newsroom isn’t filled with ideas from a single silo.” She is director of
programs at OpenNews, working on industry-wide diversity initiatives in journalism. Wei, who identifies as Asian American, was
previously the first person of color to be an assistant managing editor at ProPublica.
“We are living in a country in which especially Black people have been targeted and subjected to unfair and unjust treatment,” Wei
shared. “When you add more diversity into leadership ranks, you’ll be able to base your [editorial] decisions off of significantly more
perspectives and lived experiences. It’s only then that collectively, newsroom leadership will be able to make better decisions about
which, how, and when stories need to be covered.”
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Wei is also one of the administrators of the Journalists of Color Slack community, where more than 2,000 journalists can have off-therecord conversations about their newsrooms.
“It’s especially relevant now because we’ve always sought to be a safe space for journalists of color — especially for those who do not have
access to other journalists of color in their newsrooms, or are in a place where there are only a few,” Wei said.
Resources like that weren’t around when Dorothy Butler Gilliam became The Washington Post’s first female Black reporter in 1961.
Gilliam spent more than 50 years in journalism advocating for diversity — including serving as president for the National Association
for Black Journalists. She has written about the challenges in her early days at the Post: white colleagues not speaking to her, doormen
confusing her for a maid, and taxis not stopping for her while she was reporting.
In a 2019 op-ed, Gilliam stressed that newsrooms still aren’t diverse enough and challenged them to better cover Black communities. “To
media-industry leaders across America, I say: ‘Don’t be afraid of the African American voice and creativity. Be an ally. Racial diversity in
the newsroom benefits you — and the nation.’”

Editors’ Note: At The Juggernaut, we’re not perfect but we actively try to do better every day. Our editorial leadership is 100% non-white.
Our freelance journalists are from diverse backgrounds across over 12 countries: more than 90% are people of color and over 80% identify
as female.
Vignesh Ramachandran is a senior editor at The Juggernaut. Snigdha Sur contributed reporting.
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